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PEDAGOGY

Objectifs: - cultural:  I am able to expose a NYC 
presentation EO

                 - based on authentical  documents I discover 
je commercial  strategies used by travel  agents while 
implementing inference  strategies. CO

Intermediate tasks: I gather words from a specified lexical 
field: the one coming from the city and the one from 
sightseeing and leisures. 

Finales task: As a traval agent you a sightseeing tour of 
NYC to tourists. I choose  monuments and sites to be 
visited and  explain the reasons of my choices. EO  
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CECRL SKILLS

● COMPRÉHENSION DE L’ORAL:

. Messages factuels organisés:Comprendre la présentation d’un programme de visite, de 
voyage, 

. Messages à dominante informative ou explicative: Comprendre les caractéristiques d’une 
ville

● EXPRESSION ORALE EN CONTINU

. Messages à dominante informative ou explicative: Décrire une image, Présenter un lieu, un 
projet 

. Message à dominante argumentative: Justifier un choix, Expliquer les avantages ou les 
inconvénients d’un produit

● INTERACTION ORALE

. Échanges discursifs à dominante informative ou explicative sur des lieux: Demander ou 
donner des descriptions, explications,instructions, informations sur  des lieux

. Échanges à dominante argumentative: Développer des arguments de vente
● COMPREHENSION DE L’ECRIT

. Écrits factuels à dominante informative: Trouver les informations pertinentes dans un 
document (dépliant, site internet, etc.)

● PRODUCTION ECRITE

. Écrits factuels à dominante informative ou explicative : Décrire  des  lieux, Rédiger une 
publicité, un argumentaire, un dépliant à usage professionnel 
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 ÉVALUATIONS COMPÉTENCES

DEGRÉ 1 DEGRÉ 2 DEGRÉ 3

COMPRÉHENSION DE 
L’ORAL

Peut identifier l’élément  
principal d’un document 
vidéo

Peut comprendre les 
points principaux d’un 
document vidéo

Peut comprendre la plus 
grande partie d’un 
message audio/video

NOTATION /2 /4 /5

EXPRESSION ORALE Peut décrire une image 
sommairement avec des 
phrases simples et l’aide 
d’un dictionnaire et une 
présence d’un support 
écrit

Peut décrire une image en 
utilisant un vocabulaire 
approprié dans une 
qualité de langue 
compréhensible avec 
l’usage occasionnel d’un 
support écrit

Peut décrire une image 
précisément en utilisant 
des phrases complexes  et 
un vocabulaire précis sans 
l’aide d’un support écrit 
préparé

NOTATION /4 /5 /6

PRODUCTION ÉCRITE Peut écrire brièvement un 
document exposant 
quelques lieux et 
contenant des erreurs 
grammaticales de base

Peut écrire un document 
proposant la visite de 
lieux emblématiques en 
utilisant des structures 
répétitives

Peut fournir un document 
argumenté dans un but 
publicitaire pour inciter à 
une visite avec un 
vocabulaire adapté et varié 
et dans une formulation 
correcte

NOTATION /3 /6 /9

TOTAL
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PART N° 1

Each group chooses to present a borough with 
the help of the given documents and presents it to 
the class
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New York City map

● The Five Boroughs

● New York City is made up of 
five boroughs: the 
Bronx,Queens, Brooklyn, 
Manhattan and Staten Island. 
Each one has enough 
attractions—and enough 
personality—to be a city all 
its own. 
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THE BRONX

● Summertime in the Bronx means New York Yankees baseball 
season is in full swing, but that’s not the only thing that has 
people cheering. It’s a monumental year for the borough, which 
is celebrating its centennial as a county in 2014. And those who 
have spent time here understand its charm: the peaceful floral 
surroundings at the New York Botanical Garden; a visit with 
giraffes, sea lions, pandas and more at the Bronx Zoo; or a 
culinary journey to the Bronx’s own Little Italy along Arthur 
Avenue. The Bronx also features two grand green ways for a 
warm summer’s day: Van Cortlandt Park and Pelham Bay 
Park. Both offer golf courses, historic houses, playing fields and 
recreational areas
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BRONX
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Act n°1: describe the pictures from this borough 
with the help of the article
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BROOKLYN

● Families can head to Prospect Park, where 
attractions include a zoo, expansive meadows 
and waterways, a natural forest and free 
concerts. Thrill seekers will want to go straight to 
Coney Island, where the newest Luna Park roller 
coaster, the Thunderbolt, may be the scariest 
yet. Sightseers, meanwhile, can relax and take in 
harbour views during a stroll over the Brooklyn 
Bridge or through the stately streets of Brooklyn 
Heights
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BROOKLYN SIGHT
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Act n°2: inference grid about the picture and the 
article

foreground

background

Time of the day

Activities in Brooklyn
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Act n°2: inference grid about the picture and the 
article

foreground Brooklyn brownstone houses

background Manhattan skyline

Time of the day sunset

Activities in 
Brooklyn

Family activities: zoo, parks, concerts, walking in a 
natural forest, luna parks.....
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New York City is defined by its 
skyline—the silhouette created by 
Manhattan's buildings is instantly 
recognizable and utterly 
mesmerizing. In fact, NYC is home 
to more than 200 buildings 
measuring 500 feet or taller.

MANHATTAN SKYLINE
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Act n°3: After reading, describe pictures and your 
feelings about them
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QUEENS

●  Queens is home to a range of neighbourhoods, from art-centric Long 
Island City to international food enclaves like Flushing for Asian eats, 
Jackson Heights for Indian dishes and Astoria for Greek fare. Find 
numerous outdoor activities such as the free Socrates Sculpture Park, 
the Queens Botanical Garden and the Bohemian Hall & Beer Garden. 
Board NY Waterway for a cool ride to a Mets game at City Field or 
visit Flushing Meadows Corona Park, whose facilities include sports 
fields, playgrounds and the Queens Museum, which is celebrating the 
50th and 75th anniversaries of the 1964 and 1939 World’s Fair with 
special exhibitions like Andy Warhol’s.
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VIEWS FROM THE QUEENS
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Act n°4:  comprehension  grid 
Different neighbourhoods: -

-
-

Outdoor activities and facilities

Indoor activities and event

Long Island

Aspect of the borough according to 
the picture and the text
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Act n°4:  comprehension grid (answers)

Different neighbourhoods: - Long Island: art centre
- Flushing: Asian food
- Jackson Heights: Indian meals
- Astoria: Greek fare

Outdoor activities and facilities - Socrates Sculpture Park
- Queens Botanical Garden 
-  Bohemian Hall &Beer Garden. 
-  NY Waterway 
-  Flushing Meadows Corona Park: sports 
fields, playgrounds

Indoor activities and event - Queens Museum celebrating  the 50th and 
75th anniversaries of the 1964 and 1939 
World’s Fair .

Long Island Art center

Aspect of the borough according to 
the picture and the text

Close to Manhattan, The Queens seems to be 
a place linked to outdoor activities and art. 
Nice place to live out of the city that never 
sleeps...nice place to rest
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STATEN ISLAND

● Staten Island is home to more than 12,000 acres of beaches and 
parkland. A fun—and free—way to access the island is via a 25-
minute ride on the Staten Island Ferry, which cruises within view of 
the Statue of Liberty and Governors Island. After arriving at the St. 
George Ferry Terminal, it’s a short walk to Richmond County Bank 
Ballpark, home to the Staten Island Yankees, or uphill to the 
neighbourhood of St. George, which features a collection of historic 
homes. Summer is also a great season to explore the Staten Island 
Greenbelt—a 2,800-acre network of lush parks, wetlands, open 
meadows, hiking trails and a picnic stop. For a fun trip with the kids, 
visit the Staten Island Zoo
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Act n°5: presentation grid

Means of transportation and 
duration

Places to see before the arrival

Places to see arriving at Staten 
Island

Greenbelt

Kids fun time

About Staten Island
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Act n°5: presentation grid

Means of transportation and 
duration

25' of ferry

Places to see before the arrival - Statue of Liberty
- Ellis Island

Places to see arriving at Staten 
Island

- Richmond County Bank
- Ballpark(yankees)
- traditional houses

Greenbelt 2,800-acre  lush parks, wetlands, 
open meadows, hiking trails and a 
picnic stop

Kids fun time Zoo and great wheel

About Staten Island photo Faraway sight on Manhattan in the 
background
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PART 2

● Watching at the following videos, try to 
understand them and search the difficult words 
in a dictionary after having filled in the inference 
grids

● Then, you'll find some lexical activities
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VISIT NEW YORK CITY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I
P7O29TqSys

C:\Users\patricia\dwhelper\Best_of
_New_York_-_Travel_Agent_Infor
mation.mp4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt
CMtC50gwY

C:\Users\patricia\dwhelper\New_York
_City_Vacation_Travel_Guide_Expedi
a.mp4

C:\Users\patricia\dwhelper\New_Yor
k_City_Guide_-_Lonely_Planet_trav
el_video.mp4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p
rNQF0s9hu0 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvS

Zg3wDHBg

C:\Users\patricia\Documents\Visit New
 York\New York CityPASS Things to do
 and attractions in New York.webm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP7O29TqSys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP7O29TqSys
../../../../../dwhelper/Best_of_New_York_-_Travel_Agent_Information.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/Best_of_New_York_-_Travel_Agent_Information.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/Best_of_New_York_-_Travel_Agent_Information.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtCMtC50gwY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtCMtC50gwY
../../../../../dwhelper/New_York_City_Vacation_Travel_Guide_Expedia.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/New_York_City_Vacation_Travel_Guide_Expedia.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/New_York_City_Vacation_Travel_Guide_Expedia.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/New_York_City_Guide_-_Lonely_Planet_travel_video.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/New_York_City_Guide_-_Lonely_Planet_travel_video.mp4
../../../../../dwhelper/New_York_City_Guide_-_Lonely_Planet_travel_video.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prNQF0s9hu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prNQF0s9hu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvSZg3wDHBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvSZg3wDHBg
file:///E:/Visit%20New%20York/New%20York%20CityPASS%20Things%20to%20do%20and%20attractions%20in%20New%20York.webm
file:///E:/Visit%20New%20York/New%20York%20CityPASS%20Things%20to%20do%20and%20attractions%20in%20New%20York.webm
file:///E:/Visit%20New%20York/New%20York%20CityPASS%20Things%20to%20do%20and%20attractions%20in%20New%20York.webm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP7O29TqSys
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Act n°6: Inference grid: for each document fill the 
following grid

Creator of the document

Type of the document and goals

Duration

Main character/ speaker

Visited Places 

Opinion of NYC given
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Act n°6: Inference grid: answer video n°1

Creator of the document Lonely planet:  the largest travel guide book 
publisher in the world. Digital showcase as 
director

Type of the document and goals Video to promote famous places and activities 
in New York city

Duration 2'40”

Main character/ speaker An unknown woman voice

 Visited Places - Manhattan
-Time Square
- Broadway
- Central Park between upper east side           
   and west side
- Liberty Island with Statue of Liberty
- Art museums
- South Bronx and Queens: new wave             
   artists and hip hop
- Greenwich Village: Jazz
- Chelsea: bars

Opinion of NYC given A boiling stream of culture
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Act n°6: Inference grid: anwers video n°2

Creator of the document New York City  Vacation Packages by travel Trade

Type of the document and goals Promotion video dedicated to travel agents

Duration 6'46”

Main character/ speaker Joel Cohen

Visited Places - Empire State Building
- Macy's: greatest store
- Madison Square Garden: matches, concerts
- Central Park:Manhattan playground
- 5th Avenue
- Rockefeller Center& top of the Rocks
- St Patrick Cathedral
- Time Square: crossroad of the world
- Broadway
- Ground Zero
- Statue of Liberty

Opinion of NYC given An ad which exposes activities and sightseeing 
sites: it gives examples of interesting places to visit 
and provides facilitations to professionals
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Act n°6: Inference grid: answers video n°3

Creator of the document NYC PASS

Type of the document  and goals A cartoon
Commercial aim: selling and presenting the 
advantages of the 9-day citypass

Duration 1'46”

Main character/ speaker An unknown woman, enthusiastic

 Visited places - Empire State Building: 360+view :86th floor
- American Museum of Natural History(dinosaurs 
skeletons)
- Rose Centre:: earth and space
- Hayden Planetarium Space Show
- Metropolitan Museum of Art (classical masterpieces)
- Museum of Modern Art (modern masterpieces)
-Top of the Rock: Rockefeller Centre (breathtaking 
view)
- Guggenheim Museum of Art (modern art)
- Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island (a French gift and 
the immigrants arrival)
- Intrepid  Museum : sea, air and space museum

Opinion of NYC given NYC is a place to be with its must-see attractions 
Mainly a cultural purpose
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Act n°6: Inference grid: answer video n°4

Creator of the document Expedia

Type of the document  and goals video

Duration 5'59”

Main character/ speaker A unknown man with a deep voice

Places visited - Ellis Island (luggages) and statue of Liberty
- Guggenheim Museum
-Time Square
- Brooklyn Bridge and Manhattan skyline
- Flat Iron building
- Manhattan iconic buildings: Empire State, Rockefeller        
  centre,Grand Central Terminal, NY Stock Exchange
- 5th Avenue
- Time Square : crossroad of the world (Brdw / 7th av)
- Central Park
- Metropolitan Museum of Art
- Ground Zero
- Little Italy: example of neighbourhood
- Greenwich Village
- Brooklyn: the melting pot

Opinion of NYC given Introduction: geographical situation with google earth. 
Then the visit starts with history
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Act n°7: Homework: using where or which 
transform the two sentences in one

- Empire State Building. It's a 86 floor skyscraper 

You can visit the  Empire State Building which is a 86 floor skyscraper

- American Museum of Natural History. There are dinosaur skeletons.

- Rose Centre. It's an earth and space centre

- Hayden Planetarium. There are  Space Shows

- Metropolitan Museum of Art. There are classical masterpieces and exhibitions

- Museum of Modern Art. There are modern masterpieces

 -Top of the Rock: Rockefeller Centre. There is a breathtaking view there

- Guggenheim Museum of Art. It's a modern art museum

- Statue of Liberty. It's a French gift

- Ellis Island. It was the place of the immigrants arrival
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Act n°7: Homework: using where or which 
transform the two sentences in one (answers)
- Empire State Building. It's a 86 floor skyscraper -->You can visit the  Empire State Building which is 
a 86 floor skyscraper

 American Museum of Natural History. There are dinosaurs skeletons.-->You can visit the American 
Museum of Natural History where there are dinosaurs skeletons

- Rose Centre. It's an earth and space centre-->You can visit Rose Centre which is an earth and 
space centre

- Hayden Planetarium. There are  Space Shows-->You can visit Hayden Planetarium where there are  
Space Shows

- Metropolitan Museum of Art. There are classical masterpieces and exhibitions-->You can visit 
Metropolitan Museum of Art where there are classical masterpieces and exhibitions

- Museum of Modern Art. There are modern masterpieces-->You can visit  Museum of Modern Art 
where there are modern masterpieces

 -Top of the Rock: Rockefeller Centre. There is a breathtaking view there-->You can visit Top of the 
Rock where there a breathtaking view

- Guggenheim Museum of Art. It's a modern art museum-->You can visit Guggenheim Museum of Art 
which is a modern art museum

- Statue of Liberty . It's a French gift-->You can visit Statue of Liberty which is a French gift

-  Ellis Island . It was the place of the immigrants arrival-->You can visit Ellis Island which was the 
place of the immigrants arrival
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Act Act n°11: Each group has to find the difficult 
words in the video n° 2Act n°11: Each group has to 

find the difficult words in the video n° 2°8: Each 
group has to find the difficult words in the video n° 

1● To thrive

● To buzz

● Highlight

● Overwhelming

● Soul

● Neighbourhood

● To bustle

● Brownstone house

● Yellow cab

● Harbour

● Gift

● Centennial

● icon

● Freedom

● Spikes

● Crown

● Hub

● Pace

● Friendly

● To coin a word

Act n°8: Each group has to find the difficult words in 
the video n° 1
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Act n°9: crossword
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Act n°9: crossword: answers
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Act n° 10: crossword
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Act n° 10: crossword: answers
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Act n°11: Each group has to find the difficult 
words in the video n° 2

● Travel agent

● Packages

● Icons

● Landmarks

● Double-decker sightseeing bus

● The Great Depression

● Office

● Empty

● Rentals

● Floor

● Block

● Store

● Discount

● Country

● Playground

● A carriage ride

● To book

● Designer

● Showroom

● Ice skating ring

● Crossroad

● Performance
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Act n°12: crossword
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Act n°12: crossword: answers
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Act n°13: crossword
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Act n°13: crossword: answers
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Act n°14: Each group has to find the difficult words 
in the video n° 3

● To save
● Must-see
● View
● Floor
● Earth
● Space
● Exhibition
● Discount

● Cloister
● Choice
● Sightseeing
● Cruise
● Beast
● Both
● Harbour
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Act n°15 CROSSWORD
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Act n°15: crossword: answers
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Act n°16: crossword
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Act n°16: crossword (answers)
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Act n°17: Crossword video n°3
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Act n°17: crossword video n°3 (answers)
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Act n°18: Each group has to find the difficult words 
in the video n° 4

● Waves of immigrants
● Hope
● Newcomers
● Suitcase
● Heaven
● Skyline
● Corner
● Iconic

● To attract
● Well-heeled
● Mid-town
● Entertainment
● Lung
● To pack
● Taste
● flavour
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Act n°19: crossword 
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Act n°19: crossword: answers
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Act n°20: crossword
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Act n°20: crossword (answers)
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Act n°21 : I link the French words to their English 
translation( video n° 1)

Bourdonner ..

Voisinage .

Taxi jaune .

Maison de pierres brunes      .

Port .

Âme .

Apprécier .

Submergeant .

Se presser      .

Point culminant .

● To thrive

● To buzz

● Highlight

● Overwhelming

● Soul

● Neighbourhood

● To bustle

● Brownstone house

● Yellow cab

● Harbour
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Act n°21: answers (video 1 part 1)

Bourdonner   ..

Voisinage   .

Taxi jaune   .

Maison de pierres brunes   .

Port   .

Âme   .

Apprécier   .

Submergeant   .

Se presser   .

Point culminant   .

● To thrive
● To buzz
● Highlight
● Overwhelming
● Soul
● Neighbourhood
● To bustle
● Brownstone house
● Yellow cab
● Harbour
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Act n°21: link the French words to their English 
translations( video n°1 part 2)

Couronne .

Icone .

Amical .

Rythme .

Creer un mot .

Epines .

Liberté .

Centenaire .

Cadeau   .

Centre important .

● Gift

● Centennial

● icon

● Freedom

● Spikes

● Crown

● Hub

● Pace

● Friendly

● To coin a word
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Act n°21: answers video n°1 (part 2)

Couronne           .

Icone       .

Amical  .

Rythme  .

Creer un mot .

Épines  .

Liberté  .

centenaire  .

Cadeau           .

Centre important .

● Gift

● Centennial

● icon

● Freedom

● Spikes

● Crown

● Hub

● Pace

● Friendly

● To coin a word
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Act n°22: link the French words to their English 
translation (video n°2) (part 1)

Étage .

Bureau      .

Bus à deux niveaux .

Vide .

Loyers .

La grande dépression .

Agent de voyage .

Séjour tout compris .

Monuments .

Pâté de maisons .

● Travel agent

● Packages

● Landmarks

● Double-decker sightseeing bus

● The Great Depression

● Office

● Empty

● Rentals

● Floor

● Block
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Act n°22: answers (video 2 part1)

● Étage .

● Bureau  .

● Bus à deux niveaux   .

● Vide .

● Loyers .

● La grande dépression.

● Agent de voyage .

● Séjour tout compris .

● Monuments .

● Pâté de maisons .

● Travel agent

● Packages

● Landmarks

● Double-decker sightseeing bus

● The Great Depression

● Office

● Empty

● Rentals

● Floor

● Block
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Act n° 22: link the French words to their English 
translation (video n° 2 part 2)

Terrain de jeu .

Une promenade .

en calèche

Concepteur .

Patinoire .

Représentation .

Salle d'exposition .

Carrefour .

Réserver .

Pays .

Rabais .

Magasin                    .

● Store

● Discount

● Country

● Playground

● A carriage ride

● To book

● Designer

● Showroom

● Ice skating ring

● Crossroad

● Performance
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Act n°22: answers (video 2 part 2)

● Terrain de jeu .

● Une promenade .

en calèche

● Concepteur .

● Patinoire .

● Représentation .

● Salle d'exposition .

● Carrefour .

● Réserver .

● Pays .

● Rabais .

● Magasin .

● Store

● Discount

● Country

● Playground

● A carriage ride

● To book

● Designer

● Showroom

● Ice skating ring

● Crossroad

● Performance
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Act n°23: link the French words to their English 
translation video n° 3

Exposition    .

Terre    .

Étage        .

Espace                    .

Chose à voir     .

Épargner                .

Vue    .

Les deux                 .

Tourisme, excursion .

● To save
● Must-see
● View
● Floor
● Earth
● Space
● Exhibition
● Sightseeing
● Both
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Act n°23: link the French words to their English 
translation video n° 3

● Exposition    .
● Terre    .
● Étage        .
● Espace    .
● Chose à voir      .
● Épargner               .
● Vue    .
● Les deux                 .
● Tourisme, excursion .

● To save
● Must-see
● View
● Floor
● Earth
● Space
● Exhibition
● Sightseeing
● Both
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Act n°24: link the French words to their English 
translation (video n° 4)

Nouveaux arrivants .

Coin, angle de rues .

Représentatif .

Paradis           .

Valise .

Espoir .

Vagues d'immigrants .

Ligne des toits           .

 des immeubles

● Waves of immigrants

● Hope

● Newcomers

● Suitcase

● Heaven

● Skyline

● Corner

● Iconic
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Act n°24: answers

Nouveaux arrivants .

Coin, angle de rues .

Représentatif        .

Paradis                     .

Valise                      .

Espoir              .

Vagues d'immigrants .

Ligne des toits           .

 des immeubles

● Waves of immigrants

● Hope

● Newcomers

● Suitcase

● Heaven

● Skyline

● Corner

● Iconic
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Act n°25: link the French words to their English 
translation (video 4 part 2)

Divertissement   .

Centre ville    .

Poumon      .

Arôme .

Riche        .

Emballer     .

Attirer .

Le goût       .

● To attract

● Well-heeled

● Mid-town

● Entertainment

● Lung

● To pack

● Taste

● flavour
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Act n°26: answers (video 4 part 2)

Divertissement    .

Centre ville          .

Poumon           .

Arôme           .

Riche           .

Emballer         .

Attirer           .

Le goût         .

● To attract

● Well-heeled

● Mid-town

● Entertainment

● Lung

● To pack

● Taste

● flavour
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Act ° 28: INTERMEDIATE TASK: DOMINO GAME: word recall

.TO THRIVE TOURISME FREEDOM CADEAU

OVERWHEL-
MING PROSPERER PACE LIBERTE

SOUL
SUBMER-

GEANT
LANDMARK RYTHME

HARBOUR ÂME TO BOOK MONUMENT

GIFT PORT CROSSROAD RESERVER

CRUISE CARREFOUR HUB ATTIRER

DISCOUNT CROISIERE CROWN CENTRE
IMPORTANT

ENTERTAIN-
MENT REDUCTION SHOWROOM COURRONE

HOPE DIVERTIS-
SEMENT

PLAY-
GROUND

SALLE
EXPO-
SITION

TO
ATTRACT ESPOIR SIGHT-

SEEING
TERRAIN
DE JEU
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Act n°29 : INTERMEDIATE TASK n°2

 I observe and gather the words owning to the 
same lexical field in the former lists

●  Town
● Travel
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Act n°29: the town lexical field and the visit lexical 
field (answers)

Mid-town                  

● Corner                

● Crossroad            

● Harbour               

● Brownstone house 

● Yellow cab            

● Floor                    

● Block                   

● Store                   

● Playground            

● Ice skating ring     

● skyline                  

● Travel agent

● Packages

● Accommodation

● Cruise

● To book

● Sightseeing bus

● Tour

● Landmark

● Must-see

● View

● Suitcase

●  to visit
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FINAL TASK

● I propose an excursion in New York city. I 
choose among the following commercial 
options (free duration) and I realize a poster or 
a leaflet

- iconic  NYC landmarks

- memory places (city and inhabitant history)

- cultural places

- entertainments and shows
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